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UNIT 2 Chapter 1

BIRD TALK
TEXT BASED QUESTIONS
Objective Answer Type Questions
1-

Read the following lines from the poem and answer the questions that follow.
They don't eat beetles,
they don't grow wings,
they don't like sitting
on wires and things'.
(i)

For whom does 'They' refer in the lines?
_______________________________________________________

(ii)

What are the three things that 'They' can't do?
_______________________________________________________

(iii) Which short form (contraction) word is used in the lines?
_______________________________________________________

2-

Choose the correct option.
(i)

(ii)

The two birds in the poem 'Bird Talk' are
(a)Jenny and Jay



(b) jay and Woodpecker



(c) Robin and Jay



(d) Woodpecker and Robin



The birds are sitting in a
(a)warehouse



(b) garden
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(d) wire



(iii) The birds are talking about
(a)other birds



(b) sunset



(c) dragons



(d) people



(a)two cats



(b) two birds



(c) two fish



(d) two flowers 

(iv) Robin and Jay are

3-

State 'T' for True and 'F' for False statements.
(i)

The birds wish to be like people.



(ii)

Robin did not find people funny.



(iii) Jay likes to sit on the wires.



(iv) Jay and Robin don't grow wings.



(v)



Birds et beetles.

(vi) Birds are sitting in a cage.



Very Short Answer Type Questions
1-

What do the birds eat?
____________________________________________________________

2-

On what do the birds like to sit?
____________________________________________________________

3-

What are the three things that people can't do?
____________________________________________________________

4-

What do birds think of people?
____________________________________________________________
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Short Answer Type Questions
1-

Suggest any other title for the poem 'Bird Talk'.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

2-

In what ways do the birds find people funny?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

LANGUAGE BASED QUESTIONS
1-

Complete the following sentences using 'am', 'is' or 'are'
(i)

Robin and Jay .................... sitting on a branch.

(ii)

Robin says, "I .................... here."

(iii) Jay .................... talking with Robin.
(iv) Veena and her friends .................... playing.
(v)

Suman .................... talking to her friend.

(vi) I .................... going to Delhi tomorrow.
2-

The following sentences are jumbled. Rearrange the words to make meaningful
sentences.
(i)

thinking/are/and/Robin/Jay
_______________________________________________________

(ii)

eats/beetles/Jay
_______________________________________________________

(iii) don't/people/wings/have
_______________________________________________________
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don't

(ii)

(iii) I am

....................

(iv) does not

....................

(v)

....................

(vi) can not

....................

do not

he is

we are

....................

Write the past tense of the verbs given below.
(i)

sit

....................

(ii)

talk

....................

(iii) grow

....................

(iv)

know

....................

(v)

....................

(vi)

eat

....................

....................

(viii) like

....................

think

(vii) say

5-

Bird Talk

Write the short form of the given words.
(i)

4-
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Rearrange the following groups of words to make sentences. One has been done
for you.
(i)

ran ball the catch to Rahul.
Rahul ran to catch the ball.

(ii)

barked the dog at the boy.
_______________________________________________________

(iii) India the is tiger animal of national the.
_______________________________________________________

(iv) capital Delhi is the India of.
_______________________________________________________

(v)

brave is Ravi a boy.
_______________________________________________________

(vi) is doctor mother my a.
_______________________________________________________
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(vii) to go to I want zoo.
_______________________________________________________

6-

Use 'in', 'on' or 'under' to complete the following sentences.
(i)

Mother keeps her clothes .................... the cupboard.

(ii)

The chalk box lay .................... the teacher's desk.

(iii) Renu saw a monkey .................... her way to school.
(iv) The squirrel is .................... the table.
(v)

There are six eggs .................... the nest.

(vi) The baby crawled .................... the floor.
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